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PRESS RELEASE  ***  PRESS RELEASE  ***  PRESS RELEASE 
 
 

FRANK, DOLLY, LIZA, TINA, DEAN, JERRY & ELVIS AT ……….. 

A veritable smorgasbord of talent can be seen, as the smash hit show “The Vegas 
Legends Show” performs at the ……………………………on……………………………….. 
  
Ticket price for the Show is …………….  for members & guests.  
  
Showtime is …………. Doors open ………………….. 
 
This  show features Australia's top cabaret impersonators Kerry James and Daniel Gold. 
“The Vegas Legends Show” consists of more than just a troupe of talented 
impersonators. In fact, audiences who have flocked to see this show over the past five 
years have gone home shaking their heads at the remarkable resemblances and vocal 
likenesses of the many characters portrayed during this two-hour blockbuster show. 
 
Kerry James, whose impersonations of Tina Turner, Liza Minnelli, Cher, Dolly Parton, 
Marilyn Monroe and other Vegas Legends have been described as "just freakish" by 
British media, has toured Europe, the US, the Middle East and the UK, and has worked 
alongside some of the biggest names in the business, including The Hollies, Tony Bennett 
and Jerry Lewis. 
 
Daniel Gold's penchant for impersonating comedians is amazing. Switching from Austin 
Powers to Dean Martin to Jerry Lewis to Johnny Cash to Frank Sinatra at push of a button, 
and then instantly becoming the King of rock 'n' roll, Elvis Presley, he leaves audiences 
spellbound with his quick fire repartee and amazing vocals. 
 
With immaculate costuming, and backed by superbly arranged musical sequences, “The 
Vegas Legends Show”  is musically brilliant, raucously funny and even sometimes a little 
irreverent.  
 
It is little wonder that “The Vegas Legends Show” is breaking box office records 
wherever it plays. 
 
This is definitely a show not to be missed. 
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